MUS

MATHS

MUSIC


ICT





Presentation
software-PPT about
 Keeping
pupil interests/ hobbies
Sharing presentations with other
pupils/ parents/ carers
Adding ‘I Am’ poetry lines to
slides
Link to Music- add pupil music to
the pics for evening





Solo performing- Analysing and evaluating
performance
Film music- how music creates mood/ selfexpression
 Possible individual recordings





ENGLISH



 Identity and belonging- ‘Blood Brothers’
 ‘I Am’ poems- individual thoughts and feelings
Gangs/ crimes/ bullying – ‘The Terrible Fate of Humpty
Dumpty’

HUMANITIES



PE



 Individual sports
 Athletics and table tennis
 Analysing and evaluating
performance
 Setting targets and PBs

ART





Personalised clay tiles for school display
Self portrait abstract images
Feelings fish for Iceberg
Personalised Christmas decorations using clay

FOOD
* Come Dine With Me term- links to the ICT creations where
parents will come and in and see student creations
* Link to the balanced meals- food paperwork

Algebra- relationships between numbers and lettersthinking about how scary algebra can be and
demystifying it!
Formulae and brackets used in our everyday lives to
solve problems.
Solving equations- putting algebra into context and
writing individual questions to solve.
How and where we use algebra daily in social media/
careers



Family trees/ history of families
Battle of the Somme- impact on
individuals
Trip to Arboretum in Alrewas – find
own family members/ friends
Trip to Staffordshire Regiment museum

PSHE
 What makes us unique?
 My hopes and dreams
 What kind of a learner am I?
 Careers and my future

OTHER ENRICHMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
* Christmas Carol service

SCIENCE

STEM trip to RAF Cosford
* Music presentation evening
* Theatre trip
* 12 days of Christmas- Whole school
 Operation Christmas Child
 CV Writing / prep with Kelly
 Teachers quiz- who did what?






My own body and how different body systems work
together
My skeletal/muscle system, circulatory system,
respiratory system and digestive system
Puberty, reproduction and the stages of pregnancy
My digestive system and how it works

